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CARPET & RESTORATION

Lightweight (2.1kg) and tough, 

this 2-jet low profile titanium 

wand features excellent 

corrosion resistance and 

great strength. It has 

stainless steel (precision 

11003) nozzles for the very 

best performance; a 1.5” 

diameter tube, with 

double bend; and a 

12” head width.

www.cleanstar.com.au 

The ‘self-contained’ X17 Carpet Extractor 
is ideal for use in offices, schools, hospitality, 
healthcare centres, retail outlets, restaurants 
and government facilities.

Featuring a 43cm cleaning path, the X17 
is equipped with two spray jets that force 
cleaning solution into the carpet. The brush 
agitates and deep cleans the carpet while 
a heavy duty vacuum picks up the dirty 
solution, all in one pass.

The operator-friendly control panel makes 
it easy to operate and the extractor has 
momentary and continuous spray features. 

The tap-filling function offers efficient 
filling of  the 34 litre solution tank and the 
removable 29 litre recovery tank has a 
convenient dump hose that saves time and 
empties easily.

The machine’s easy glide vacuum shoe 
moves across carpet effortlessly while large 
25cm wheels support easy transport and 
manoeuvring up and down stairs.

The X17 is constructed of  non-corrosive 
polyethylene that won’t dent, corrode or rust. 
It contains two quick disconnect spray jets 

Light, tough 
titanium 
wand

Easily operated self-contained 
Hako X17 extractor

that allow for simple maintenance and the 
automatic float shut-off  prevents damage to 
the vacuum motor. 

The X17 also offers optional accessory 
tools for cleaning upholstery, stairways, 
underneath furniture and against walls.
www.hakoaustralia.com.au

With its Biological Carpet Cleaning 
Kit, Bio Natural Solutions (BN) says it’s 
‘created another planet saving substitute to 
traditional and conventional carpet cleaning 
techniques’. The kit comprises Bio Blitz 
Biological Cleaner and Wee Off  Stain and 
Odour Remover. 

Cultured bacteria in Bio Blitz Biological 
Cleaner decompose organic matter such 
as urine, blood, soap scum, grease and fats. 
‘With its powerful concentrate it makes 
cleaning carpets quicker, easier and more 
effective,’ notes BN. 

Wee Off  Stain and Odour Remover is also 
included so that nasty stains and pungent 
odours are removed in an effective and 
environmentally friendly way. 

BN believes its GECA-certified and 100 
percent chemical-free eco-friendly kit 
provides technicians with all they need to 
successfully clean carpets.
www.bnsolutions.com.au 

Biological carpet 
cleaning kit

A heavy-duty, highly concentrated, triple-
strength carpet cleaning detergent for use 
with truckmounts or portable extractors, 
Cleancare’s Formula 90 is said to deliver 
consistent, powerful cleaning on every job. 

Safe for use on wool and stain resistant 
fibres when diluted at the highest level, 
Formula 90 contains highly specialised linear 
alcohol ethoxylate surfactants, ‘the engine or 
work horse’ of  a detergent system. 

These are not only litre for litre the most 
versatile surfactants in removing the types 
of  soil found on the carpet but are also 
highly biodegradable.
www.cleancare.com.au 

Highly biodegradable Formula 
90 delivers powerful cleaning
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